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Abstract

Aims: Occupational stress is a common and money consuming problem in the workplace nowadays. Stress is highly experienced among drivers due to the nature of the job and environmental factors. This study was performed with the aim of comparing the occupational stress in military and non-military drivers in Tehran.

Methods: This descriptive analytical study was performed on 202 drivers of selected municipal areas and military centers of Tehran who were selected by proportional sampling method in February 2009. Osipow job stress questionnaire was used for collecting data. Data was analyzed by SPSS15 software using descriptive and analytical statistical methods including Chi square test.

Results: The mean age of drivers of military and non-military drivers were 43.28±8.63 and 40.49±8.78, respectively. The rate of occupational stress showed a significant difference in two groups in two domains of inefficiency and role range (p<0.05), but the total job stress score didn’t show a statistically significant difference.

Conclusion: Occupational stress is moderate or even severe among both military and non-military drivers in some domains, but the total stress score doesn’t have a significant difference in two groups. More comprehensive studies are needed in this field in order to reduce the amount of stress and its consequences.
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Introduction

Stress and the relating diseases are responsible for a large part of human disabilities. World Health Organization (WHO) estimates, according to global burden of diseases index, that mental illnesses, including stress-related mental disorders, will be the second cause of disability by 2020 [1]. People are facing with various types of stress during their living period and occupational stress is one of the tensions that are considered as most influential factors affecting individuals [2, 3]. According to the definition of the National Institute of Safety and Occupational Health, an occupational stress occurs when job requirements do not coordinate with person’s abilities, properties and desires. In this definition, personal desires are also addressed in addition to the lack of coordination with ability and capability of individuals. On the other word, occupational stress is in the form of any destructive physical and emotional response which occurs as a result of incongruence between expected expectations of a person and his abilities, needs and facilities [4].

United Nations in 1992 considered occupational stress as the twentieth century’s disease and later WHO declared it as a comprehensive problem in the world. International labor organization has estimated the cost imposed on governments due to occupational stress as 1-3.5% of the GDP [5]. Results of several studies indicate that stress experienced at work will bring undesirable consequences both for the health of individuals and welfare and health of organizations [6]. People who are exposed to stressful experiences suffer more psycho-somatic disorders and physical discomforts such as muscle pain, insomnia, stomach and intestine pain and the like [7]. The results of studies indicate that occupational environment and occupational stresses can cause mental illness in personnel or accelerate the process of the psychiatric disorders that result in individual's disability [8]. Meanwhile, studies on the unsafe behaviors have shown that stressful occupational factors have a significant contribution in the incidence of unsafe acts by employees through distraction, poor concentration, memory impairment, hesitancy and decreased decision making power. Tension is an effective factor in the incompetency of organizations, job change, absence from work under the pretext of illness, decreased quality and quantity of treatment, increased costs of treatment and decreased job satisfaction [2].

Signs of occupational stress will reveal in three mental, physical and behavioral domains. Psychological symptoms associated with job dissatisfaction were the most common consequences...
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of job dissatisfaction which leads to the sense of depression, anxiety, boredom, frustration, isolated, and aversion. Physical signs of occupational stress can include cardiovascular diseases, gastrointestinal diseases, allergy and skin disease, sleep disorders, headaches and respiratory discomfort. Behavioral symptoms include personal behaviors such as refraining from work, alcohol and drug consumption, bulimia or anorexia, militant behaviors against colleagues or family members and organizational behaviors such as absence from work, quitting the job, increased accidents and decreased productivity and performance [10].

In today's society, driving is considered crucial for work, social life, fun, educational and economic activities etc. [11]. For driving occupation, higher psychological factors and stress intensity are seen because of the nature of the task and environment. Among the most important of these stressors, time-related stressors such as prolonged and consecutive work, unusual work hours in night and shift work, irregular working time, work commitment in time, poor physical condition and possible physical damages such as risk of accidents and crashes, heat and cold environment, poor lighting and inadequate vision, safety and security problems, non-ergonomic status of the cabin and the sitting place of driver, psychological structure and lack of adequate control such as uniform and repetitive work, factors outside the organization such as lack of proper occupational, insurance and social support employment, lack of proper organization and union, social and family deprivation and traffic reasons such as poor road and inappropriate driving of the other drivers can be named as the most important stressors [12]. Bus driving is one of the risky occupations, which is associated with various mental and physical problems. For example, driving for long hours, restrictions on the establishment of the body, exposure of whole body to vibration and noise, stress to individuals that can lead to dorsal spine injury and back pain, physiological dysfunction, and skeletal and muscular lesions, foot pain, hand pain, hypertension, visual disturbances, gastrointestinal and vascular failure or early loss of efficacy due to vibration fatigue [13, 14]. The research conducted indicates that the increase of occupational stressors can be caused increased intellectual and cognitive fatigue and reduced quality of the driving and traffic accidents [12].

In this regard, Kentoyanis, using the deriver's pattern of stress and coping with stress strategy, conducted a study on 714 derivers of Greece companies to investigate their relationship with abnormal behaviors and traffic accidents and reported that the percentage of errors and violations was higher in aggressive drivers, but the rates of errors and irregularities have been lower in drivers who had high self-esteem [15]. On the other hand, military environments are among environments that stress and psychological pressure on them are higher due to special sensitivity and existing risks in these centers and the need to preserve physical and mental fitness for employees [16].

Since the types of job play essential role in suffering of employees from stress and occupational changes such as organizational changes, salary and job promotion, cause confusion, anxiety and worry and anxiety in people [17], in performed studies it is recommended to investigate complications and strategies of coping with stress in some environments including flight control centers and military environments or nuclear facilities that the possibility of physical and psychological damage on them is greater [18]. In Azad-Marzabadi et al. study on employees of a military unit it was identified that occupational stress has the main role in stress on employees [19]. According to the mentioned issues, occupational stress can drive underlying personal problems, including physical and mental illness and behavioral abnormalities and on the other hand, traffic problems and accidents can damage the health of society and cause mortality and disability. Moreover, the military work environment may exacerbate these problems. Therefore, a comprehensive study of occupational stress in drivers should be conducted. This study attempted to compare the levels of occupational stress in military and non-military drivers in Tehran.

Methods

This descriptive cross-sectional study was done in February 2009. A total number of 276 minibus and bus drivers working in three military centers (130 patients) and three centers located in West of Tehran Municipality center (146 people), were chosen using proportional allocation sampling. Among them 230 drivers had consent to participate in the study, but due to failure in completing questionnaires, finally the 202 patients with mean age of 41.96±8.79 years, including 106 military and 96 non-military drivers were investigated.

Data collection tools included demographic data questionnaires and Osipow occupational stress questionnaire. Osipow occupational stress questionnaire was employed as a valid test for measuring occupational stress. This test was
introduced in 1981 and has also been revised so many times. Reliability of this test is calculated using test-retest method in satisfaction level (Chronbach’s alpha coefficient equal to 89%). This questionnaire was used for the first time by Osipow et al. in 1987 and was named as occupation stress measuring tool [20]. After that it was repeatedly used in many studies to evaluate occupational stress inside and outside Iran and its reliability was confirmed [21, 22, 23, 24]. The questionnaire is designed to assess stress in individuals in 6 dimensions; 1) workload of role, 2) inadequacy of role, 3) duality of role, 4) the range role, 5) responsibility, and 6) physical environment. Each of mentioned six dimensions was assessed by 10 items. Options include never, low, sometimes, high and very high and were scoring 1 to 5 respectively [20]. In this study, scoring was based on interpretation of scoring to questionnaire for men, so that total obtained scores were considered as without stress in the range of 133-60, normal stress in 216-134 (low), medium stress in 258-217 and severe stress in 300-259 [25].

Collected data were analyzed using the SPSS 15 software, descriptive statistics indices (frequency and percentage) and inferential statistics (Chi-square test) and p<0.05 was considered as the level of significant.

Results

The mean age of the 106 military drivers and 96 non-military drivers were 43.28±8.63 years and 40.49±8.87 years, respectively. In all demographic characteristics, no significant difference between the two groups was found, but in terms of residence, the majority of people in both groups with significant difference, lived in rental homes and the majority of people in military drivers’ group had guidance school education and non-military drivers group had diploma degree that significant difference between the two groups was seen in education level (Table 1). In the field of occupational stress comparison, there was no significant difference in the stress of two groups in the area of workload of role and responsibility. But in the area of incompetency of the role, range of role and physical environment between the two groups, statistically significant differences was observed and in these areas, stress was moderate to severe in both groups. Two groups did not have moderate and severe stress from general occupational stress standpoint and highest stress level in both groups was mild that this amount does not have statistically significant differences in military and non-military drivers (Table 2).

Discussion

Occupational stress in the today developing world is considered as an important risk factor in creation of
psychological and physical diseases that cause reduced work performance and job satisfaction [26].

The results of this study showed that in both groups, more than 90% of the samples were married. In terms of education, the majority of people in military group were at the level of guidance school and non-military groups at the level of diploma and this difference in two groups was significant. Silva-Junior et al. in their study on the effect of depression risk factors among Brazilian drivers reported low education levels of studied subjects as one of the effective factors [27]. But in the present study no significant difference was found between general occupational stresses of two groups that considering guidance school as the least basic educational level and regarding the lack of distance between the educational levels in both groups, this finding can be justified.

Smoking rate in the military and non-military groups were 17% and 26% respectively and although these differences were not statistically significant, this amount of consumption studies is compatible with Hajamini, Shafiqi and colleagues study on the soldiers which has been reported as 10% and 14.3% [28, 29]. Physical complaints in the military and non-military drivers were 15.1% and 17.7%, respectively. These findings contradict with results of some reported studies such as Alishiri and colleagues study who reported clinical complaints of military personnel in Tehran as 58.6% [30]. This difference between the amounts can be due to different in educational environment and research methods. This fact can be acknowledged that existing more abundant of these cases among the drivers is likely but it has not been raised due to the lack of examination and clinical study or organizational and social issues. Considering that in many studies it is emphasized that psychological and occupational stress in the workplace can put destructive influences on physical and mental health of personnel [31] and the negative effects of psychological stress on the efficiency and organizational effectiveness will reveal through poor performance, turnover and reduced satisfaction [32], then more comprehensive studies in this area especially clinical study seems necessary.

The results of this study indicated occupational stress of two groups within the five domains from moderate to severe, so that the in two dimensions of incompetency of role and responsibility more than 50% of them were in the range of moderate and severe stress and the least stress obtained within the work load domain. These findings are consistent with similar studies such as studies of Berraho et al. on Moroccan taxi drivers, Mohammad Fam and colleagues study on occupational stress of automotive workers and Abdi, Shahbazi, Khaghani and colleagues study on occupational stress of nurses [22, 33, 34, 35], but in the study of Abdi and Shahbazi, the dimension of physical environment has been proposed as one of the stressful areas too. In the study of Hashemi Zadeh occupational stress in the work load domain is 90% that is incompatible with our results [36]. Considering that their research community was different it means nurses of medical, surgical or special care department and due to the research environment conditions this contradiction can be justified.

Overall score of occupational stress is 74.5% in military group and 80.2% in non-military groups 2.80% in the normal range (low stress) and the rest were non-stress that these findings are consistent with the study of Khaghanizade et al. that reported 90% of nurses in military hospital at normal level [35] and Sirati and Khaghanizade study, but has contradiction with other studies like Danesh and Firooz Abad and Azad-Marzabadi and Salimi that have reported occupational stress in majority of people moderate or more [38,39] despite the difference of society and research environment and tools used in these studies, comprehensive studies in this field seem necessary.

In the comparison of the two groups, in terms of difference in occupational stress domains, there was no significant difference in 3 domains of work load, duality of the role and responsibility as well as overall score of occupational stress but in the domains of incompetency of the role, range of the role, and physical environment non-military group have higher stress and significant difference was observed between two groups. Though a similar comparative study has not been done in this field, but in the military environments higher level of stress is expected due to military regulations and military administration [16].

In this study, occupational stress (which have been investigated on a special job such as driving) is as a common variable which is not much dependent to military working environment of the studied population and on the other hand most of the drivers in both research environments were contractual employees and were not expected to observe all military rules and restrictions. Even in some areas such as physical environment it was seen that occupational stress was higher in non-military group and the same set of factors under the influence of each other, has caused the overall score of job stress in both groups not to show statistically significant difference. However, given the high rate of occupational stress in both study groups, and between occupational stress and personality type mental health as well as between
stress and unsafe driving of people direct relation has been reported [33, 35, 40, 41].

Consequences of occupational stress on the vehicle drivers can cause various physical, mental and behavioral problems that leading to traffic accidents, mortality and disability of people and impose heavy financial and care costs on family and community. Then more studies should be made on field of occupational stresses of this class of society to reduce the incidence of this problem. In various studies, including Banner et al study, the discussion of traffic accidents controlling and following have been emphasized and Morowati Sharifabad has achieved this important point by studying on 300 drivers in Yazd using the health belief model [11, 42]. However according to the results of this study, minimal screening and conducting comparative research with educational intervention on drivers of other classes of society seems to be an absolute necessity.

Conclusion

Occupational stress in some areas in both groups of military and non-military drivers is moderate and even severe, but the overall stress score in the two groups does not have significant difference. Further studies in this area are required, regardless of screening and control of occupational stress, in order to reduce the incidence of stress and its consequences.
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